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PRODUCTS

Combs Produce goes to great lengths to ensure a consistent 

supply and the highest quality in all of our products. If you can 

think of it – we can get it!

Combs Produce is dedicated to providing our valued 

customers with a complete line of conventional and specialty 

produce.  From avocadoes to tomatoes and baby vegetables 

to exotic fruits, our procurement team works tirelessly to 

provide you with a consistent supply of the freshest specialty 

produce items from around the world. 

SERVICES

Combs Produce strives to consistently provide a comprehensive package of value-added 

services to complement our growing product line.  As your supply partner, we are always 

looking for solutions that help your business grow.

FOOD SAFETY

At Combs Produce, our single most important business initiative is the safety of our 

products. For 10 years we have invested in a comprehensive food safety program - long 

before our colleagues saw the need.  Our tracing system affords us the ability to provide 

detailed information on individual boxes of product from the point of origin to you, the 

Customer. And we can do so quickly!  With Combs Produce as your supply partner, you’ll 

never have to worry!

BROKERAGE & LOGISTICS

First Choice Distributing, a Combs Produce subsidiary, is a destination brokerage and 

logistics service established in 1994 with the vision to service its customers’ with a single 

call. First Choice’s fl exibility when solving freight challenges and ability to satisfy customer 

distribution requirements stems from its numerous relationships with carriers across the 

nation. Combining Combs Produce’s transportation department with outside logistics 

teams, First Choice serves some of the industry’s top 100 companies and small businesses.
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WE OFFER:

Quality Control• 

Repacking• 

Ripening• 

Breaks/split• 

Conditioning• 

Customized Packaging • 

LTL’s• 

Overnight Deliveries• 

Advanced Information • 
Services


